
 

HOTEL CORALLO 

 

General service description 

A six-story building connected by two elevators: the first (80x90x119) from the ground floor to the 
fourth with an embossing control panel and visual signal on arrival; the second (72X104X95) from 
the basement (street floor) to the fourth too, with embossing control panel also in Braille format, 
visual and audible signal on arrival. 

Parking area for guests on asphalt and cement is covered by a canopy where two parking spaces 
are reserved for the people with European card of disability CUDE (Contrassegno Unico Disabili 
Europeo).  

The main entrance has 15 steps with handrail therefore we recommend to moms with baby 
strollers and to disabled people to access from the lateral entrance by three ramps, with 
maximum slope of 10%.   

On the ground floor there are: Reception with a desk of 110 cm height, waiting room/lounge, TV 
room and Restaurant with squared tables with 74 cm of useful space below. On request, the 
kitchen, can cook specific meals for coeliacs, children, older people, vegetarian or specific food 
intolerant.   

From reception Breakfast room is reachable overcoming 4 steps or a by a ramp from lateral 
entrance.  

Rooms and bathrooms 

Hotel with 42 rooms, 3 of them equipped for disabled persons: No. 81, 82, 83, on the fourth floor. 
Double rooms and three bedrooms are furnished with mobile bed of 54 to 56 cm height with 
accessibility on front and lateral side. Bath of room 81 has available a floor-standing WC 42 cm 
high with accessibility on front and lateral left side, handle on the left side and bidet-shower. 
Inside also a shower with curtain, handles and a plastic seat.  Bathroom of 82 has the same 
features but provides also a raised WC with a front opening and of 48 cm height. The one of room 
83 is like the one of 81 but with accessibility to WC on lateral right side, shower stall whose 
accordion door has an entrance 75 cm wide.  

 Other services 

For reaching the veranda on the sea side you have to cross a ramp with slope of 19% and from this 
point you can access to the beach by three steps or by ramps from lateral entrance.  

Hotel beach service provides some “JOB” chairs (special beach wheelchairs) for access to the sea. 
Please contact lifeguards for the use.   

Pets are welcome! 

 

 



 

 

Summary tab of accessibility measures 

Lift 1 80X90X119 

Lift 2  72X104X95 

Distance from the parking lot at the entrance 5 mt 
Access ramps slope max 10% 

Accessible rooms 3 
Bed height 54/56 cm 

Bed accessibility YES 
WC height 42/48 cm 

WC accessibility YES 

Handle  YES 
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